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Abstract—This research aims to utilize the research based learning in reinforcing classroom research skills, and to study on a classroom research skills development of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University’s students by research based learning. The target group was 214 students in the 2nd semester of Academic Year 2013. The target group was selected by using purposive sampling. The researchers were the instructors of the 2nd year students and 3 subjects including Thai, English, and Mathematics. The tool used in this experiment was learning management plan, 25 items of Pre-test and Post-test, and work evaluation. The obtained data was analyzed by calculating the percentage of grades and scores of classroom research skills, t-test, and qualitative data. The results showed that there were 204 students who passed the criteria with C+ Grade and higher calculated to be 95.33%. In overall, the scores of three dimensions of classroom research skills were in the highest level with the mean of 11.84, and deviation of 0.78. The scores of Post-Test was higher than that of Pre-test with \( t = 43.01 \) and statistical significance at .05.

Index Terms—A classroom research skills, research based learning, teaching, higher education.

I. INTRODUCTION

Section 24 (5) of Article 4 of National Education Act B.E. 2542 states that “Enable instructors to create the ambiance, environment, instructional media, and facilities for learners to learn and be all-round persons, able to benefit from research as part of the learning process. In so doing, both learners and teachers may learn together from different types of teaching-learning media and other sources of knowledge.” and Section 30 states that “Educational institutions shall develop effective learning processes. In doing so, they shall also encourage instructors to carry out research for developing suitable learning for learners at different levels of education [1]”.

Research based learning is considered as the key of the graduates because it is the learning emphasizing on self-directed learning of learners. It is the development of knowledge acquisition process and the test of self-study of learners. Instructional model was divided into 4 major aspects including research-based instruction, Under Study Concept, instruction that the learners study from research of instructors and leading researchers in the studied fields, and instruction with support of the results from research [2].

From the current educational management guidelines, it was found that instructional mainly emphasized on the learners by promoting the learners to play the role in self-directed learning and able to think, do, and solve problems. For Bachelor of Education Program, it is the program emphasizing on theories and practices in order to enable students to apply knowledge to actual practice in the educational period of each subject of the program. All subjects of Bachelor Education Program are consisted of contents and theories emphasizing on analysis by collecting the actual data for analysis in order to exchange learning among learners. As a result, it is the opportunity for instructional management by analyzing the contents in order to discover the instructional processes and expected learning results. Learning development by research based learning is another alternative helping to promote learner’s learning. In addition to gaining knowledge, students also gains the skills of analytical thinking, problem solving, participating in problem solving, and other skills practicing. As a result, the instructors take it as an opportunity to develop learning by research based learning [3].

Research-based learning (RBL) is a multifaceted approach for orchestrating a variety of learning and teaching strategies in order to connect research and instruction. This chapter presents a theoretical insight into RBL and teaching which integrates learning, teaching, and research. Further, a curriculum for descriptive and inferential statistics using the RBL and teaching approach is introduced. The chapter wraps up with reflections on further implementation of RBL and teaching, including the adoption of new technologies to assist this important approach of university education [4].

Research-based learning provides training and practice for students in a number of broad learning objectives: 1) how to pose a research question; 2) how to test the question; 3) how to present research findings; and 4) how to practice research integrity. Not all students can join a full-time undergraduate research experience, but most classes can be structured to teach elements of research. Research skills are not learned solely by observation, but need to be taught, practiced, and critiqued. Assignments illustrated in this chapter may take as little as 5-10 min or may be expanded to become major components of a class. Research skills are useful for every student, and the reinforcement of research skills should be at multiple levels from course or lesson organization to use of learning objectives and grading rubrics, to consistency in how the instructor models research standards [5].

Research undertaken by educational researchers based in universities has not had the desired impact on the practices of...
classroom science teachers. Educator has argued that if teaching is to be recognised as a profession there is a great need for the marrying of the knowledge of the practitioner with that of the researcher. Student teachers might learn to respect the potential for such a union by undertaking minor classroom research projects during their teacher preparation programs. This paper discusses the role of research projects in pre-service teacher preparation with reference to an inquiry conducted with teacher education students [6].

The four formats of a classroom research skills development of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University’s students by research based learning emphasized on instructional integration, instructional techniques by using research based learning during the 1st semester in the subjects that the researchers had the class schedules. It was prepared as the concrete instructional plan because most instruction in university level had no instruction plan with complete elements. There was only Course Syllabus (TQF.3) specifying only the topic of each weekly class. Since most of instruction was consisted of lecture method, research based learning was the method to foster research skills and integrate with content of those subjects contributing students to have profoundness in instructional management with research skills in all aspects. In addition, the students were also able to apply the obtained skills for solving all problems in their daily life and manage instruction and class research when they had to practice teaching and work as the teachers.

II. OBJECTIVES

- To apply the research based instruction to reinforce the classroom research skills of of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University’ Students.
- To study on the classroom research skills development of of Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University’ Students by research based learning.

III. SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The target group of this research was 214 Suan Sunandha Rakabhat University in all year classes obtained from purposive sampling. The researchers were 214 instructors of the 2nd year students and 3 subjects including Thai, English, and mathematics in the 2nd semester of Academic Year 2013.

IV. EXPECTED BENEFITS

- To obtain the guidelines on research based instructional management.
- Students had interest and learning achievement in the studied subjects with utilization of research based instructional management.
- Knowledge gained from this research would be useful for instructors and anyone interested in developing research skills of other subjects.

V. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND CONCEPT

Research framework and concept is shown in Fig. 1.

VI. RESEARCH PROCESSES

The target group was selected by using purposive sampling and the researchers were 360 instructors of the 2nd year students and 3 subjects including Thai, English, and mathematics in the 1st semester of Academic Year 2013. According to the curriculum of Bachelor Degree of Education program, the students had to study research course in the 4th year and the 5th year students had to conduct one classroom research project per one student. In overall, the results of the classroom researches of the students were poor quality and huge obstacle for students and their advisors. There may be several causes of such obstacle. However, one major cause was that only one class of classroom research in the 4th year was insufficient for fostering research processes in students. As a result, the researchers wished to study on the behaviors of students deeply as well as providing research based learning to the targeted students.

Most instructions of university level had no instructional plan with complete elements. There was only Course Syllabus (TQF.3) specifying only the topic of each weekly class. Since most of instruction was consisted of lecture method, the researchers selected research based instruction with the following elements: Title, principles and reasons, expected results, contents, subject matters, learning activities (Introduction, activity operation, and conclusion), learning media, learning resources, measurement and assessment, knowledge insert, exercise paper. In each instructional management plan, it was consisted of research based instruction by integrating and inserting learning activities, i.e., 1) research-based instruction; 2) Under Study Concept; 3) instruction that the learners study from research of instructors and leading researchers in the studied fields; and 4) instruction with support of the results from research. This type of instruction emphasized on building three research skills out of 5 research skills including: 1) research problem determination; 2) Determination of problem solving or hypothesis; 3) investigation and data collection. There were totally 16 instructional plans with 3 class hours per each instruction plan.

The results were assessed and measured authentically by observing, questioning, and evaluating Rubric Score and the obtained feedback was provided to the students. The researchers provided the students independence in creating their works while the researchers would act as the advisor giving the students guidelines for studying, searching, and creating knowledge by themselves. The researchers collected data and recorded development of students in each class period in Post-Lesson Report. In addition, the researchers also studied development of research skills of the students during the semester. Classroom research skills were consisted of: 1) Research problem determination; 2) Determination of problem solving or hypothesis; 3) Investigation and data collection; 4) Data analysis and synthesis; 5) Conclusion and research report. This research focused on three research skills only including: 1) Research problem determination; 2)
Determination of problem solving or hypothesis; 3) investigation and data collection, because all skills require more time for development.

After semester, students’ knowledge and understanding of each subject would be measured and their classroom research skills were measured through 60 items of objective test and the student’s work assessment was in the form of Rubric Score.

The obtained data was analyzed and synthesized quantitatively and qualitatively exhibiting data in the form of lecture and graph showing development of classroom research skills of students. Subsequently, the research report was written.

VII. CONCLUSION

Most students were enthusiastic and interested in research based learning for reinforcing their classroom research skills. The instructors also inserted the integration in the activities upon differences of contents in each subject, i.e., 1) the instructors applied the research results to their instruction; 2) the learners applied the research results to their learning; 3) the instructors applied research processes to instruction; 4) the learners applied the research results to their learning; 3) the instructors applied research processes to instruction; 4) the learners applied the research results to their instruction; 4) the learners applied the research results to their learning.

Table I: The Students Achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>G.P.A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
<td>t1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
<td>t2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
<td>t3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>43.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: THE STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of classroom research skills development: for research problem determination, the students were able to determine the research problem properly and clearly with appropriate coverage and possibility that was different from the beginning that they had no idea where to start their researches or narrow or expand the problem excessively.

• For hypothesis, the students were able to assume the hypothesis correctly with direction and accountability. They also had group discussion in order to show their hypothesis assumption.

• For data collection, the students searched and collected data and divided their work individually. In addition, they also searched for data by using web-based search engine and library. They concluded the discovered issues and their references with link (for connecting) to new data resources.

• For the research results on student’s classroom research skills score in 3 overall pictures, it was found that they were in the highest level with the mean of 11.84 and deviation of 0.78. Their ability on problem determination was in high level with the mean of 10.51 and deviation of 1.34. Their hypothesis assumption was in the highest level with the mean of 11.91 and deviation of 0.79. Data collection was in the highest level with the mean of 13.11 and deviation of 0.80, \( t = 43.01 \). Their scores of the Post-test were higher than those of Pre-Test with statistical significance at .05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II: PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III: PAIRED SAMPLES CORRELATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre &amp; post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. DISCUSSION

Most students were enthusiastic and interested in research based learning for reinforcing their classroom research skills. The instructors also inserted the integration in the activities upon differences of contents in each subject, i.e., 1) the instructors applied the research results to their instruction; 2) the learners applied the research results to their learning; 3) the instructors applied research processes to instruction; 4) the learners applied research processes to learning. There were 204 students who got C+ and higher calculated to be 95.33% while 10 students got A calculated to be 43.93%. However, there were 10 students who failed to meet the criteria calculated to be 4.67%. This was because the researchers mutually held the meeting to find the guidelines on research and instructional management and research leading to the same direction of research operation. The obtained results were measured authentically by using assessment and various tools. As a result, most students’ grades were in excellent level and met with the criteria. This was consistent with the study conducted by Somrak Sumeth et al. They conducted a research on instructional management.
by research based learners that was the case study of Our Lady of Perpetual Help School. The results showed research based instructional management was consisted of 4 elements including teacher’s instructional processes, teacher’s roles, learner’s learning processes, and learning results [7]. In addition, the results of this research were also consistent with Holdsworth (2004)’s work studying on the results of research based instruction in distance learning of Drama students. The learners had to learn on theoretical and practical parts through project proposal preparation and stage performance. The instruction of this research gave the Learners opportunities to select their own interested project’s topics while the instructors acted as the advisors. In addition, information technology was also utilized for supporting the instruction [8].

For the results of classroom research skills score of the students, the overall pictures of three dimensions were in the highest level with the mean of 11.84 and deviation of 0.78. The score of these dimensions were obtained from students’ works assessment and evaluation on students’ behaviors expressed during the research based instruction. Their ability on problem determination was in the highest level with the mean of 10.51 and deviation of 1.34. Their hypothesis assumption was in the highest level with the mean of 11.91 and the deviation of 0.79. Data collection was in the highest level with the mean of 13.11 and deviation of 0.80, t = 43.01. Their scores of Post-Test was higher than those of Pre-Test with statistical significance at .05 that was consistent with the research of Pranom Othakanon et al. who developed instruction by using research based instruction in nursing course for students of Bachelor of Nursing Science Program. The results showed that the students were able to seek for answers systematically in high level. The students were also satisfied with instructional development by using research based instruction in high level [9]. In addition, the results of this research were also consistent with those of Sproken-Smith et al. who studied on enhancing the instructional value by using research based instruction that was the case study of exploring knowledge from the research project on pollution. It was the integration of research processes with instructional management in Bachelor Program. The samples were the 3rd year students who were studying Geographical Situation course. The results showed that the instructional value was able to be enhanced by using research based instruction and the students had to investigate and seek for knowledge of their responsibilities by participating in the research project with support team. The students had to perceive information from studying and collecting data daily and the duration of this research was 2 weeks. For assessment, it focused on group process and the assessment was performed in all stages in order to improve their operation commenced from project introduction. The value of the project was enhanced by enabling the students to understand the background and the origin of research based instruction for the program, learning on research processes, and analytical skill development [10].

A. General Suggestions

- There should be clarification, suggestions, and consulting provided to the students intermittently in order to enable them to understand in the content of the course correctly without excessive conduct. The students should be creative and performed the operation by themselves.
- There should be available time provide to the students for continuous practicing by reducing the duration of lecture in order to make the students to repeat their practice leading to higher expertise and skills of classroom research.

B. Suggestions for Further Researches

- The research based instruction should be used as the basement for other programs.
- This research developed the students to have the research skills on problem determination, hypothesis assumption, and data collection due to limited time therefore the skills on analysis and conclusion should be developed in further researches.
- There should be some researches on the permanence of classroom research skills of the students.
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